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Background
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•

For over a century, it has been speculated that the
features observed in functional disorders are, at
least in part, dependent on individuals’ ideas of how
the disorder might present (1)

•

A compelling ‘integrative cognitive’ model of
functional seizures depicts complex cognitive
interactions which may lead to activation of a latent
seizure ‘ scaffold’ shaped by previous experiences
and perceptions(2)

•

Previous studies have used experimental simulation
to identify the ideas healthy subjects have about
motor, sensory and cognitive symptoms (3,4)

•

The aim of this study was to test the ideas healthy
adults have about seizures by using experimental
simulation. We hypothesised that simulated seizures
would have similarities with functional seizures,
supporting the idea of a common latent seizure
scaffolds as an important determinant of semiology
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1. Sixty healthy volunteers were video-recorded
simulating an epileptic fit

2. A scoring sheet was created, containing a list
of clinical features found to be helpful in
differentiating between functional and epileptic
seizures

3. Two neurologists and one junior doctor
evaluated the videos against the scoring sheet.
Consensus view was reached following a group
discussion

•

Our results suggest simulated seizures resemble
functional seizures more closely than epileptic seizures,
but also show some important differences

•

This insight supports the idea of a latent ‘seizure scaffold’,
but also demonstrates that subjective experience, not
captured by this experimental simulation, remains a core
determinant of semiology
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